
Competitions Report -  

 

This has been a fantastic year for the Competitions Portfolio and I am extremely pleased by the 

number of new initiatives we have implemented or attempted this year.   

1. The First Year Moot was ran for the first time as Junior Moot, including first and second year 
students. It was very popular and a high attendance rate, although primarily for second 
years. I recommend that it should be placed it in the second trimester in order to encourage 
first year participation.  

 
2. Witness Examination final was held again at the Waterfront Campus (Western Beach Room) 

and sponsored by the TAC, a new sponsor. We are very hopeful to continue this relationship 
with the TAC and the final ran extremely well.  

 
3. Client Interview and First Year Negotiation final- did a Competitions Showcase, with both 

finals at the Geelong Waterfront. Client Interview was held at 4:00PM and FY Negotiation 
held at 6:00PM, with an intermission in between for catering to arrive and for a break. From 
feedback, it ran smoothly. First time we have run two competition finals on the same day. 

 
4. Competitions guide- publication of a Competitions Guide which was prepared primarily in 

T3.  
 

5. Online Competition – 4 off campus students entered and it was run through skype at 
university, although it could have been held anywhere. I judged and Jason Allen, Off Campus 
acted as a Client for a Client Interview competition. Feedback was good and would 
recommend looking to expand this is following years. 
 

6. Seminar (Moot) – ran a seminar about Mooting run by past Deakin Moot winners Rhys 
Chalmers and Jason Allen aimed to assist first and second years to prepare for their moot. 
Turn out of approximately 26 and slides and recording prepared by Rhys and Jason was 
placed up on the website. Attendees said they found it interesting and helpful and 
overwhelmingly seemed positive about it. 

 
 
 


